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Microsoft Designer Compact keyboard Bluetooth QWERTY English
Black

Brand : Microsoft Product code: 21Y-00004

Product name : Designer Compact Keyboard

- Compact design saves desktop space and allows for close, comfortable mouse position
- Optimized key spacing and key travel for fast, fluid typing
- Sleek, low-profile design complements any workspace
- Expressive input key for quick access to emojis, symbols, and more
- Connect to 3 devices and switch seamlessly between them
Bluetooth LE 5.0, 2.4 GHz, 10 m

Microsoft Designer Compact keyboard Bluetooth QWERTY English Black:

Your new go-to wireless keyboard
With its sleek design, premium finish, and low profile angle optimized for more productive typing, you’ll
immediately feel at home on this space saving, modern keyboard.

Slim, compact design
Optimized for exceptional comfort
Microsoft Designer Compact Keyboard delivers optimized key travel and a built-in expressive input
(emoji) key, plus a Screen snipping key to quickly capture, copy, paste, and share.

Expressive input key for quick access to emojis, symbols and more

Keyboard

Recommended usage * Universal
Device interface * Bluetooth
Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * English
Pointing device *
Numeric keypad *
Windows keys
Hot keys
Frequency band 2.4 GHz
Bluetooth version 5.0
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

Design

Backlight *
Keyboard style Straight
Ergonomic design
Wrist rest

Design

Product colour * Black

Features

Wireless range 10 m

Power

Power source type * Battery
Number of batteries (keyboard) 4
Battery technology Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)
Service life of battery 36 month(s)

Mouse

Mouse included *

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported Windows 10, Windows 8.1

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard dimensions (WxDxH) 284.07 x 110.77 x 9.05 mm
Keyboard weight 288 g
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